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About This Game

In this turn based RPG for Windows you play as a young mercenary and travel from soul to soul to avenge your fiance and her
family. While finding a way to change the flow of past events, you will encounter many obstacles and meet new allies. Will you

be brave enough?

This game aims to revive nostalgic moments for good old RPG fanatics (such as Chrono Trigger, Final Fantasy 3...). Our game
has no game over screen; once the hero dies, his soul is sent to the underworld, to meet the Soul Giver. At this point, it is

possible to re-embody a new body (therefore several choices of classes: Warrior, Assassin, Mage, Hunter ...). In addition, once a
character masters a technique, it is learned permanently in the mind of the hero. It is therefore possible to transfer a warrior's

ability to a magician. This leads toward interesting gameplay combinations.

What makes the game unique and fun to play:
- Dark, mysterious and ever-changing storyline

- Unique class & death system
- High replay value.

- Various treasure hunting.
- Easy crafting system

If you are a fan of old good RPG games, this one is surely for YOU!
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Title: Memories of a Vagabond
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Darkelite Studio Inc
Publisher:
Darkelite Studio Inc
Release Date: 7 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8/7/Vista/XP (32 or 64 bit)

Processor: Pentium 4 2.8GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Video card with at least 32MB of RAM

Storage: 190 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated Sound Card

Additional Notes: Logitech/Xbox 360 controller or a keyboard

English
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memories of a vagabond walkthrough. memories of a vagabond gameplay. memories of a vagabond download. memories of a
vagabond indiegala. memories of a vagabond free. memories of the vagabond. memories of a vagabond review. memories of a
vagabond steam. memories of a vagabond. memories of a vagabond badge

Very good first impression for a teaser. It is also very nice to see a game that does not focus on combat but more on education.
While still a Sci-Fi styled game this I feel could go a long way and I hope that is does. I enjoy the fact that it don't require top
gun graphics or a power gamers PC in order to play and I hope they keep it like that. Educational games should be accessible to
those even with poor systems to play. Also for being a five minute teaser it was pretty neat.. I love this soundtrack so much....
It's a nice game, but hard to master!. Zup! Zero 2 Is a perfect time waster,
if you are low on budget feel free to try the first one,
you'll get addicted your first Start-up
But if you got extra couple of $$$,
Grab the whole collection! You won't regret that :).
----------------------------------
★ -Graphics- ★
☑ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Bad (Stay away)

★ -Gameplay- ★
☑ Very good
☐ Good
☐ Bad (Stay away)

★ -Audio- ★
☐ Very good
☑ Good
☐ Bad

★ -Difficulty- ★
☐ Very Easy
☑ Significant brain usage
☐ Very Difficult

★ -Price- ★
☑ Worth the price
☐ Recommended but over priced
☐ Not recommended

Overall: ★★★★ (4/5). While this port of 'Escape from Monkey Island' is functional on this platform, it is nearly unplayable!

The remastered versions of the original classics from the 90's have had a lot of TLC, whoever this game does away with the
"point and click" style that made the earlier entires fun albiet confusing but with the mouse you could click on every part of the
screen to at least try to find the clues (before getting frustrated, finding the walkthrough online and beating the entire game in
20 minutes) this version you're at the mercy of using the keyboard, there's no table of contents that could be found or otherwise
accessed easily, and I found myself pressing each button on the keyboard to figure out the number pad movies Guybrush around
(basically if I need to press ctrl-alt-delete to leave a game that hasn't crashed, it's a dud)

Also for some bizarre reason they decided to recast the voice actress who played the very British Elaine Marley with an
American one, which is distracting to say the least.

Only for die hard fans of this dated genre, don't waste your hard drive space or your time with this one.... This game is really fun
because it just has that PAZAZ. I reccomend. BUY IT!. The bus doesn't start up, I have re-installed the game twice :/.
Honestly... The game was great!!
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(Level 10 is Awful!). I loved the demo of Bullet Sorrow and was looking forward to the release. And so far, I wasn't
disappointed. In fact, I was blown away from the game. At some point after the first level - which is basically the demo plus a
boss fight - I thought that it might get repetitive. And then I encountered a stationary 50 cal with unlimited ammo which I had to
grab with both hands and fire away at masses of enemies. I felt so goddamn bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in that
moment.

Basically this is Time Crisis in VR.

So the core of the game is a solid akimbo style gunplay and teleportation movement. Hit detection is very accurate. You hold a
standard gun in each hand and reload with the grip buttons. Iron sights work and are accurate as well, although in the heat of the
battle you normally just spray bullets. So far I encountered uzi, shotgun and a grenade launcher as pickups, as well as a shield
you can hold in the left hand. Pickups have limited ammo and when depleted, automatically revert to the standard handgun.
Dodging and going into cover physically are an integral part of the game. I often found myself completely ducked behind cover
and shooting bullets without looking.

With the right thumb pad you can enable bullet time and that's where the game shines. Bullets whizz around in slow motion with
a nice distortion effect. Bullet time runs out after a while, but is long enough to get you out of trouble.
The AI is pretty dumb tho. They normally just go to their designated point and stand around shooting until you kill them. They
rarely flank or cover. I'd like to see that improved.

There are three levels so far, I died at the second one. First one is basically the demo, second one is a laboratory with lots of
cover. Didn't play the third one so far. Took me about 30 minutes maybe and I think there was a bit of the second map ahead
still, including a boss.
In every map, you shoot a number of enemy waves which usually all come from the same door\/spot. When all waves are dead,
you shoot a big sign to advance to the next wave in another, new area. However, that makes it a little too easy since you can just
rain bullets at the same spot all the time.

(Played some more in the meantime, first level was about 15-20 minutes, I died at the endboss of the second level which took
me another 23 minutes to get there. Third level still not unlocked for me).

Graphics are nice, nothing to complain there. Definitely one of the nicer looking VR games.

The only big downside is the audio lines. They are laughable and don't really make sense and often are gramatically incorrect.
Instead of a chinese woman, better hire an english voice actor and have him proofread what he's supposed to say. That chinese
lady just talks random sentences which don't make any sense.

I don't know if there's a story. I think the chinese lady is supposed to tell what happened? You get put in the game and just start
shooting right away, after a short tutorial.

Oh, some ninja women ocassionally attack you with swords. Fortunately I had a shotgun and bullet time and 2 shots later her
ragdoll flew across the room.

There is no multiplayer yet but given the core gameplay, a multiplayer map would be pure chaotic fun. Devs hinted at a planned
multiplayer part.

TLDR:
Get the game, it's great and one of the best shooters in VR.

Pro:
- Great immersion
- Graphics
- Akimbo style gunplay
- Bullet time
- Badass pickup weapons
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- 50 CAL stationary!!!!!!
- Lots and lots of enemies to shoot

Cons:
- Stupid AI
- Enemies all spawn at the same spot
- HP aren't displayed except with a red border and heartbeat sounds
- Voiceover is bad
- No story?
- Got a slight feeling of nausea, not sure if it was the fault of the game.

Neutral:
- Not that much enemy variation so far, mostly standard soldiers or shield guys, some ninja women
- Some FPS slowdowns occassionally, especially from the sparks when shooting at enemies with shields (tried on an OC'd 1070
with 1.5 supersampling, so might be on my end)
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There are a lot of short, weak VR experiences that cost money. This may be short, but it is far from weak and it's FREE! I look
forward to seeing a real game from these devs.. Napoleon Total War is just a glorified Expansion for Empire Total War. It's a
very fun game, but if you are looking for a good single play, don't get this. From all the Total War games, this one has the
weakest singleplayer campaign. If you like the time period, get Empire Total War. Although Napoleon has a smaller map, less
factions, less diplomatic freedoms and a very poor AI, it has a good multiplayer, graphics are better and the battles are more
engaging. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=602354140
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=606928099 Unlocked all achievements!. What we have

PAYDAY 2 - simulator DLC (pay for buy game, pay for play game, always pay for new DLC)

OVERPOTATO's The Walking Dead - (totally scum, all money spend to CGI movies, trailers, no to game, buy s*** game by
price AAA game, get potato where need pay money for play game) i think he wanted create new simulator DLC, did not work
out! Game closed & deleted from steam, consoles versions canceled.

Overkills\\Starbreezee - please don't come back to game industry. Happy defolt for your studio!. War isn't about middle
grounds, and neither is Because We're Here. It's a game that may well prove to be polarizing (and I'm glad the dev took the risk).
You could find this otome game a complete waste of time, or unusual but worthwhile. I'll tell you why I'm in the latter camp as I
go through different aspects of the game.

Older fans have probably played the demos (both super old and now defunct) that constitute what is now Act I, and might be
wondering if it's still worth it to buy this part of the game. Plot is the same but there's been a pretty big glow up in other aspects.
The biggest plus for me was how the other guys aside from August now feel much more fleshed out - nothing big, but little
changes in the writing strengthen the characterization. There's also longer ending scenes (with CG!) that make for better closure.

The UI is user friendly. There's no quick save and load but that's not a problem because I never really needed them. I also like
the transparent text boxes - the font and size of the text are clear and I like that they don't hide little details.

The color palette is dreary, and the backgrounds are rough. This might be a problem for some, but to me it just adds to the
atmosphere. Life is drab when you're resigned to death by foreign guns, and the somewhat blurry backgrounds esp in the
trenches make me feel like I'm seeing them behind a haze of smoke from shelling, which again really makes me feel like I'm
actually in the world of BWH. The sprites look really polished, and the awkwardness I felt at them not having dynamic poses
(Otto, now is not the time for a high five!) was dispelled by how expressive their faces are - cartoony but not inappropriate for
the dark subject. In fact, funny expressions or poses add dark humor without disrespecting the somber topic of war. The CGs
are a little amateurish (especially the first person ones toward the end) but the style still feels appropriate for BWH.

The soundtrack isn't completely original but it really reflects what BWH is like. The music ranges from fast and set to a very
"military" beat; to sad and sentimental; to romantic and nostalgic. The music enhances emotionally heavy scenes, and that shows
what a soundtrack can do for a game! The music and SFX can get loud and startling, at least for me, so maybe keep your volume
low if you have sensitive hearing.

Anyone enjoys good art or a fun soundtrack, but it's the stories your favorite games tell that get you invested. An interesting
aspect of the game is that you can change love interests without restarting the whole game, and I think that makes for a very
realistic look at love. It's also more flexible. The Battle of Wits is also a great mechanic where you have to say the right things to
beat an opponent (sometimes yourself!) in a verbal battle or get them to calm down. It requires strategy and emotional
intelligence, and while it can be jarring, it sets the game apart.

Elfriede is one of my favorite MCs. It's refreshing to see someone a multifaceted, complex character who's also enough of a
"blank slate" that I feel my choices matter in shaping her personality and relationships. The love interests are also very well
fleshed out. They're tropey, but as the story unfolded I saw how the creator lovingly parodies familiar dating sim archetypes and
uses them as a setup for further character development. This is also where the game shows the most improvement from its
previous drafts. The boys are good characters in the demos and still well written, but sometimes the game tended to focus too
much on August. It's understandable because he's the one closest to Elfriede, and the commercial version still does spend the
greatest chunk of time with him pre-war, but this time, it doesn't feel like it's at the expense of getting to meet other characters.
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This game is also special because it's probably the only otome where I never felt so turned off by a character I completely didn't
want them. Even characters like Otto and Walter  who is not a romance route but is...still a route  (who have...questionable
values to say the least) are interesting enough as people that I was game to play their routes even if it was purely from interest in
their roles in the story and not because they're guys I'd actually date. (Speaking of that, August is a lot like my actual boyfriend
so that also created an additional level of attachment  and grief when he dies huhu .) The representation also never feels like it's
crammed in for PC points, and the guys you can romance have a wide range of backgrounds and personalities, so you won't get
bored with this bunch. This isn't even the full cast yet as there are more in Act II!

The handling of the war topic, which will never not be sensitive, is commendable as well. Where I'm from, the horrors of armed
conflict, the looming threat of state fascism, and mob mentality which ends in disaster are huge parts of collective memory and
cross-generational trauma, so a part of me was hesitant about the game when I first heard of it, even if I have thankfully never
had much personal experience with these things. However, my doubts about choosing such a setting for a dating sim of all things
were quickly dispelled as I actually played. The author doesn't shy away from showing the scars, physical and otherwise, people
caught in conflict bear, and issues like government propaganda and blind herd mentality are tackled as well, but never verging
on diatribe. The player sees the consequences these things have in-game, and it's not pretty when you remember real life
parallels. It encourages you to think and ask questions beyond whose route you'll play next.

All I'll say about the actual plot is: 1) girl tries to have a fantastical otome romance (which, worry not, doesn't beget
romanticization) against the very real and very unfortunate backdrop of an international power struggle, and 2) the childhood
friend both wins and loses.

If you want an otome that delivers on both romance and story, has characters who will keep you up at night thinking (and
crying) about them, and most of all, is a deep and profound portrayal of war, and the bonds forged because and despite it,
Because We're Here might just be your next favorite game.. When the game starts, we just say that this is one night and did not
expect, because everyone was watching Paranormal Activity? Therefore, running and looking for all the tips \ notebook.
Primitive game, because We walk, collect notes, looking all around, and sometimes look back, suddenly behind you someone
worth it: D
I never thought that the sound of the wind will be put in your pants.

Play around, I think you will like it!. Score:
8.5\/10

Time:
8-15 hours (main request only),
20-40 hours (a language learned)

Summary:
An excellent game but requires a little patience, which will give you a new experience of flying around a beautiful world, study
a lost language, explore the history of a universe as a pirate-like archaeologist and decide what is your story.

Cons:
1. Too slow! when you want to translate something and gather more information from the trader, the scholar and other people.
Gathering these inscriptions and trying to translate more are torturing me.
2. There are some events requesting some relics, but if you hesitate you lose the chance when you have multiple choices of
dealing with these relics.
3. There is no dictionary or inventory inside the UI\/game showing the words and relics you collected, and the timeline is
sometimes inconvenient notwithstanding the timeline is good for sorting out the history of the Nebula.
4. No turning back to a moon that you haven't explored thoroughly.
5. Few side quest.
6. No free exploration chance after the game ends.
7. Start+ mode is not as is expected, what we need is to move faster, skip talking and rewind time, which will help learn new
things about the language and the history or get a new ending. This made this game quite a one-time game.
8. No tutorial for conversations.

Pros:
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1. Good story.
2. Excellent art and music.
3. Open story throughout the game.
4. Easy for players to get hold of the past of entire universe of Nebula.
5. There are humor hidden throughout the game.
6. A new language learned.

p.s. The fight with Aamir really LMAO.(From a Sorcery! series player.). This game is literally unplayable. How can I beat a
game that requires me to jump if it doesn't allow me to jump? The broken english is funny though, so if you want a quick laugh
at poor translation this is the game for you. Don't waste your $0.99 on this game, might as well just burn a dollar bill from your
wallet.. This game has a lot of potential, one of the most interesting uses of room scale I have seen so far. I was skeptical of no
teleporting but it works very well. Graphics are excellent but as others have said the combat isn't the best (im sure this will
improve). I recommend this game purely because the devs have tried something different.... I also fell over stepping off a
rotating platform :)

EDIT - Updates seem to have dried up, been 2 months since last update. I asked a question on the forum about this and did not
get a response. This makes me think the game will not improve...... hope im wrong.. If you know the game,skip the tutorial.
Get use of the interface...it takes time...
But after that, its Terra Mystica gainst a good AI.
Love it.

If you do not know the game...well buy the boardgame because you will be lost.. I have like 5 or 6 VR baseball games and I rate
this #3 behind Baseball Kings and dream match baseball.

Upon booting this game my expectations were low, it's a bit rough looking at first but the gameplay is actually good. It's a
sandbox baseball game with progression motivating you to do better to unlock new levels. Hitting feels satisfying maybe more
than any other baseball game I have. Pitches aren't actual speed those they either lob them over the plate or you hit it off the tee.

Fielding is fun too and could almost replace All Star Fielding challenge if you could catch grounders.
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